The seasonal cycle of the heating of the atmosphere is divided into a component due to direct solar absorption in the atmosphere and a component due to the flux of energy from the surface to the atmosphere via latent, sensible, and radiative heat fluxes. Both observations and coupled climate models are analyzed. The vast majority of the seasonal heating of the northern extratropics (78% in the observations and 67% in the model average) is due to atmospheric shortwave absorption. In the southern extratropics, the seasonal heating of the atmosphere is entirely due to atmospheric shortwave absorption in both the observations and the models, and the surface heat flux opposes the seasonal heating of the atmosphere. The seasonal cycle of atmospheric temperature is surface amplified in the northern extratropics and nearly barotropic in the Southern Hemisphere; in both cases, the vertical profile of temperature reflects the source of the seasonal heating.
Introduction
Averaged annually and globally, the atmosphere receives approximately two-thirds of its energy input from upward energy fluxes from the surface (longwave, sensible, and latent heat fluxes) and the remaining onethird from direct atmospheric absorption of shortwave radiation (Kiehl and Trenberth 1997; Trenberth et al. 2009; Trenberth and Stepaniak 2004) . This result follows from the fact that 1) the atmosphere is more transparent than absorbing in the shortwave bands, resulting in more shortwave radiation absorbed at the surface than within the atmosphere itself (Gupta et al. 1999) , and 2) the surface is in energetic equilibrium (provided that energy is not accumulating in the system) such that the net shortwave radiation absorbed at the surface is balanced by an upward energy flux toward the atmosphere (Dines 1917) . As a result, in the annual average, the atmosphere is heated from below (by surface fluxes) rather than from above (from atmospheric shortwave absorption). Energy is primarily redistributed vertically from the input region at the surface to the region of net radiative cooling aloft by convection (Held et al. 1993) .
The seasonal input of energy into the atmosphere has received less attention in the literature and is not subject to the same constraints imposed on the annual average. Specifically, the oceans can store large quantities of energy in the annual cycle (Fasullo and Trenberth 2008a) , and there is therefore no requirement that the seasonal variations in net shortwave absorption at the surface be balanced by an upward energy flux toward the atmosphere. Consequently, although the atmosphere is more shortwave transparent than shortwave absorbing during all seasons, there is no a priori requirement that the atmosphere be heated from below rather than above in the annual cycle. The relative contributions of atmospheric shortwave absorption and surface heating to the seasonal heating of the atmosphere are unresolved issues in climate dynamics and are the focus of this study.
The seasonal flow of energy in the climate system has been thoroughly documented by Trenberth and Stepaniak (2004) and Fasullo and Trenberth (2008b) . There it was demonstrated that the large seasonal variations in shortwave radiation at the top of the atmosphere (TOA) were primarily balanced by an energy flux into the ocean. In this regard, the seasonal input of energy into the atmospheric column is the residual of two large terms: the net shortwave flux at the TOA and the net energy flux through the surface. To better elucidate the seasonal heating of the atmosphere, we take the unconventional approach of dividing the surface energy flux into solar and nonsolar components. This choice is motivated by the fact that the solar flux through the surface is an exchange of energy between the sun and the surface, whereas the nonsolar surface energy flux represents an energy exchange between the surface and the atmosphere that (potentially) serves to heat the atmosphere seasonally. Our framework shows that the vast majority of the seasonal heating of the atmosphere is due to atmospheric absorption of shortwave radiation as opposed to seasonal variations in the upward energy flux from the surface to the atmosphere.
The division of seasonal atmospheric heating into upward surface fluxes and shortwave atmospheric absorption has implications for the vertical structure of the seasonal temperature response, the hydrological cycle, the temporal phasing of the seasonal cycle, and the change in seasonality because of global warming. Heating the air column from below destabilizes the air column often triggering convection and a vertical temperature profile at the adiabatic lapse rate (Manabe and Wetherald 1967) . In contrast, heating the atmosphere at an upper level stabilizes the air column and results in a temperature response that mimics the radiative heating profile (Fels 1985) . We demonstrate that, throughout most of the domain, the annual cycle of temperature has a vertical profile that reflects the distribution of shortwave atmospheric heating. The partitioning of atmospheric heating into surface fluxes and atmospheric absorption is also useful for understanding the strength of the hydrological cycle, which is intimately connected to the upward surface fluxes (Takahashi 2009 ).
The phase of the seasonal cycle of temperature within the atmosphere is also dictated by the heating source. For example, the upward energy fluxes from the surface to the atmosphere lag the insolation (especially over the ocean) because the surface must first heat up before it can flux energy to the atmosphere. In contrast, shortwave absorption in the atmosphere is phase locked to the insolation. Therefore, an atmosphere that is heated by shortwave absorption will have a phase lead in the seasonal cycle of temperature relative to an atmosphere that is heated by surface fluxes.
Changes in the seasonal heating of the atmosphere because of increasing CO 2 concentrations will have a direct impact on the seasonal cycle of atmospheric temperatures. The source of the seasonal heating of the atmosphere is anticipated to change with global warming as a consequence of 1) reduced sea ice extent leading to a larger effective surface heat capacity (Dwyer et al. 2012 ) and a smaller seasonal cycle of surface heat fluxes upward to the atmosphere and 2) the moistening of the atmosphere (Held and Soden 2006) leading to an enhanced seasonal cycle shortwave atmospheric absorption because water vapor is a strong shortwave absorber (Arking 1996) and the largest increases in shortwave absorption occur in the summer (when insolation is the greatest). Predicting how the seasonal cycle of atmospheric temperature will respond to global warming hinges critically on understanding how the seasonal heating of the atmosphere will change.
In this paper, we analyze the seasonal heating of the atmosphere in observations and in an ensemble of state of the art coupled climate models. We use observations and models in conjunction because the surface heat fluxes are poorly constrained in the observations and the similarities of the results in the observations and models demonstrate that the conclusions we reach are a consequence of the fundamental physics in both nature and the models and are not as a result of the uncertainty in the observational fluxes. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe the datasets and models used and the basic method of analysis we will use throughout this study. In section 3 we partition the zonal average seasonal heating of the atmosphere into shortwave atmospheric absorption and upward surface heat fluxes. We also analyze the spatial structure of the seasonal amplitude of atmospheric temperature. In section 4, we trace the seasonal flow of energy through the climate system. We then analyze the seasonal cycle of energy fluxes averaged over the extratropical regions of each hemisphere and quantify seasonal energy fluxes between the ocean domain and the land domain. In section 5 we analyze the change in the seasonal cycle because of a doubling of CO 2 in an ensemble of coupled climate models. A summary and discussion follows in section 6.
Methods and datasets

a. Methods
The vertically integrated atmospheric energy budget is expressed as 1 g
where t is time, P is pressure (P S is the surface pressure), c P is the specific heat at constant pressure, T is temperature, L is the latent heat of condensation, q is specific humidity, E is moist static energy, OLR is the outgoing longwave (LW) radiation at the TOA, and the term on the far right is the atmospheric energy flux divergence in advective form: U is the horizontal velocity vector and g is the acceleration of gravity. The tilde represents the departure from the vertical average and the integration represents the mass integral over the atmospheric column. The advective form of the vertically integrated energy flux divergence is derived and discussed in the appendix. SWABS is the shortwave (SW) absorption within the atmospheric column defined as
and represents the direct heating of the atmosphere by the sun. SWY TOA is the downwelling SW radiation at the TOA, SW[ TOA is the upwelling SW radiation at the TOA, SW[ SURF is the upwelling SW radiation at the surface, and SWY SURF is the downwelling SW radiation at the surface. SHF is the upward flux of energy from the surface to the atmosphere and is composed of sensible heat SENS[ SURF , latent heat LH[ SURF , and longwave LW[ SURF fluxes from the surface and the downward LW flux LWY SURF from the atmosphere to the surface:
We emphasize that SHF is defined as the energy exchange between the surface and the atmosphere and does not include the shortwave flux through the surface because the net shortwave flux at the surface represents an exchange of energy between the sun and the surface; it does not directly enter the atmospheric energy budget. A schematic of the energy exchange between the sun, atmosphere, and the surface is presented in Fig. 1 . Conceptually, the atmospheric energy tendency on the left-hand side of Eq. (1) is the difference between the atmospheric heating [by both surface fluxes (SHF) and by direct solar absorption within the atmosphere (SWABS)] and the losses of energy from the atmospheric column (by the emission of outgoing longwave radiation and the atmospheric energy flux divergence). We wish to analyze the role of the energy fluxes in amplifying/dissipating the seasonal cycle of temperature in the atmosphere. The magnitude of the seasonal cycle in temperature is quantified as the amplitude of the seasonal harmonic of temperature. The seasonal amplitude of the energy fluxes in Eq. (1) of temperature in the atmosphere and negative values reducing the seasonal amplitude of temperature. We note that the conclusions reached in this manuscript do not depend on the choice of phase used to define the seasonal cycle. The same qualitative conclusions are reached if we define the seasonal amplitude using the phase of the atmospheric temperature or the total atmospheric heating SWABS 1 SHF.
b. Datasets and model output used
1) OBSERVATIONAL DATA
The longwave and shortwave radiative fluxes at the TOA and the shortwave fluxes at the surface are from the Clouds and the Earth's Radiant Energy System (CERES) experiment (Wielicki et al. 1996) . We use the long-term climatologies of the CERES TOA fluxes from Fasullo and Trenberth (2008a) that are corrected for missing data and global average energy imbalances. The surface shortwave radiation is taken from the CERES Regional Radiative Fluxes and Clouds (AVG) fields that are derived by assimilating the satellite observations into a radiative transfer model to infer the surface radiative fluxes (Rutan et al. 2001) . All calculations are preformed separately for each of the four CERES instruments [Flight Models 1 and 2 (FM1 and FM2) on Terra from 2000-05 and FM3 and FM4 on Aqua from 2002-05]. We then average the results over the four instruments to compose monthly averaged climatologies over the observation period.
The atmospheric heat flux divergences are calculated using the velocity, temperature, specific humidity, and geopotential fields from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Interim Re-Analysis (ERA-Interim). We use the 6-hourly instantaneous fields with a horizontal resolution of 1.58 and 37 vertical levels to calculate the atmospheric moist static energy fluxes using the advective form of the energy flux equations (Trenberth and Smith 2008) as discussed in the appendix. This method satisfies the mass budget by construction and allows us to accurately calculate the energy flux divergences without explicitly balancing the mass budget with a barotropic wind correction. We note that the calculated heat flux divergences are in close agreement with similar calculations by Fasullo and Trenberth (2008b) and that the conclusions reached in this study do not depend on the dataset and methodology used to calculate the atmospheric energy fluxes. We calculate the vertical integral of the atmospheric energy tendency as follows: 1) the temperature and specific humidity tendency at each level is calculated as the centered finite difference of the monthly mean fields and 2) the mass integral is calculated as the weighted sum of the tendencies at each level multiplied by c P and L. The SHF is calculated as the residual of the other terms in Eq.
(1), similar to Trenberth (1997) .
2) MODEL OUTPUT
We use model output from the World Climate Research Programme (WCRP) phase 3 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP3) multimodel database [Meehl et al. (2007) ; https://esgcet.llnl.gov: 8443/index.jsp], a suite of standardized coupled simulations from 25 global climate models that were included in the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fourth Assessment Report (AR4). We use the preindustrial (PI) simulations in which greenhouse gas concentrations, aerosols, and solar forcing are fixed at 1850 levels and the models are run forward for 400 years. We calculate model climatologies from the last 20 years of the PI simulations. The 16 coupled models that provided all the output fields that are required for the analysis presented in this study are listed in Table 1. SWABS and SHF are calculated directly from the radiative and turbulent fluxes at the TOA and surface using Eqs. (2) and (3). The atmospheric column integrated energy tendency is calculated from the finite difference of the monthly mean vertical integral of the moist static energy. The atmospheric energy flux divergence is then calculated as the residual of Eq. (1). We note that the method we use for calculating the SHF differs markedly between the models (where the surface energy fluxes are standard model output) and the observations (where surface energy fluxes are scarce and are diagnosed as a residual in this study).
3. Zonal average seasonal cycle of atmospheric heating Figure 2 shows the observed seasonal variations of the zonally averaged SWABS and SHF with the annual average at each latitude removed. The seasonal cycle of SWABS is in phase with the solar insolation and has a seasonal amplitude of order 60 W m 22 in the extratropics. In the global and annual average, 21% of the incident shortwave radiation at the TOA is absorbed in the atmosphere (while 49% is absorbed at the surface and 30% is reflected back to space). The spatiotemporal structure of SWABS is predominantly (R 2 5 0.96) due to the spatiotemporal distribution of insolation; the spatial and seasonal variations in the shortwave absorptivity of the atmosphere make a very small contribution to the spatiotemporal distribution of SWABS (i.e., SWABS is well approximated by assuming a spatial and temporal invariant fraction of the insolation is absorbed within the atmosphere). We find that, using the isotropic shortwave model of Donohoe and Battisti (2011) , approximately 92% of SWABS (in the global average) is absorbed on the downward pass from the TOA to the surface, and the enhancement of SWABS due to reflection off the earth's surface is minimal. We note that Kato et al. (2011) variation in SHF opposes the seasonal heating of the atmosphere. In contrast, over the latitudes that have a substantial land fraction (between 458 and 708N and poleward of 708S) the seasonal variations in SHF are in phase with the insolation. We understand these results as follows. The land surface is nearly in energetic equilibrium in the annual cycle because of the small heat capacity of the land surface (Fasullo and Trenberth 2008b) , and so in these regions the seasonal variations in shortwave radiation at the surface are balanced by upward SHF fluxes to the atmosphere. In contrast, the large heat capacity of the ocean allows the seasonal variations in shortwave radiation at the surface to be stored within the ocean mixed layer and the seasonal variations in surface shortwave radiation are not fluxed to the atmosphere. In fact, the ocean stores more energy seasonally than it absorbs directly from the sun (by as much as 30% in the latitude band of the Southern Ocean) because of a net flux of energy from the atmosphere to the ocean (SHF) during the warm season. We quantify the contribution of SWABS and SHF to the seasonal heating of the atmosphere as the amplitude of the annual Fourier harmonic in phase with the local insolation (see section 2a for a discussion). This definition takes into account both the amplitude and phase of the annual cycle of energy fluxes with positive flux amplitudes amplifying the seasonal heating of the atmosphere and negative flux amplitudes reducing the seasonal heating of the atmosphere. We point the reader toward Fig. 6 as a demonstration of how the total heating of the atmosphere is nearly in phase with the insolation and note that the same qualitative conclusions found here hold if we define the amplitude of the seasonal cycle from the phase of the total heating or the phase of the columnaveraged atmospheric temperature. At all latitudes, the seasonal amplitude of SWABS is positive (SWABS is phase locked to the insolation) and exceeds that of SHF (solid lines in lower left panel of Fig. 3 ). The seasonal amplitude of SHF is negative in the latitudes where ocean is prevalent and positive in the latitudes where land is prevalent. This result coincides with the seasonal phasing of SHF relative to the insolation noted over the same regions in Fig. 2 . We show in the bottom right panel of Fig. 3 that the fraction of atmospheric heating due to SWABS, defined as jSWABSj/[jSWABSj 1 H(jSHFj)], where vertical bars denote seasonal amplitudes and H is the Heaviside function. SWABS accounts for the vast majority of the seasonal atmospheric heating at all latitudes and all of the seasonal heating of the atmosphere in all latitude bands where ocean is prevalent.
The dominance of SWABS (relative to SHF) in the seasonal heating of the atmosphere is a stark contrast to the annual average atmospheric heating (top panels of Fig. 3 ), where heating by SHF exceeds that by SWABS at all latitudes. In the global and annual average, the atmospheric heating is as a result of approximately two parts SHF and one part SWABS (see the top right panel of Fig. 3 ). Conceptually, this result follows from the fact that, although the atmosphere is more transparent than absorbing, resulting in more shortwave radiation reaching the surface than is absorbed within the atmosphere on all time scales, the annual average surface energy budget requires that the surface shortwave flux be balanced by SHF to the atmosphere. On shorter time scales, such as the seasonal cycle, no such balance is required: a significant fraction of the shortwave flux to the surface can be stored in the surface layer on shorter time scales.
SWABS and SHF from CMIP3 PI models are coplotted with the observations in Fig. 3 where the shading represents 61 standard deviation (i.e., s) about the CMIP3 ensemble average. The observations and the models are in excellent agreement in all regions and seasons. The only significant difference between the models and observations is the annual the average SHF in the Arctic that is biased low in the models. Walsh et al. (2002) surface fluxes are lower in the models than the observations in this region because more clouds and optically thicker clouds are generated in the models than are observed, and we believe this is the root cause of the bias. We emphasize that SHF is calculated as a residual from Eq. (1) in the observations and directly from Eq. (3) in the models; the correspondence of the relative contributions of SWABS and SHF to the seasonal and annual average atmospheric heating suggests that our conclusions are a consequence of fundamental physics in nature and in the models and are not because of the methodology of our calculations or the observational field used here. The source (SHF versus SWABS) of the seasonal heating of the atmosphere manifests itself in the spatial FIG. 3 . Zonal mean heating of the atmosphere in the (top) annual average and (bottom) seasonal cycle. The heating is divided into atmospheric shortwave absorption (SWABS, red) and upward surface fluxes (SHF, blue). (right) The fractional contribution of SWABS to the total heating fdefined as jSWABSj/[jSWABSj 1 H(jSHFj)], where H is the Heaviside function and the tropics are excluded from the seasonal calculationg. The seasonal amplitude is defined throughout as the amplitude of the Fourier harmonic in phase with the sun. In each panel, the solid line represents the observations and the shading is 61s about the ensemble mean preindustrial simulations from the CMIP3 models. structure of the seasonal amplitude of temperature: observations are shown in Fig. 4 . SHFs primarily heat the lower troposphere, whereas atmospheric heating by SWABS is nearly barotropic throughout the troposphere, as can be seen in the left panel of Fig. 4 , which shows the vertical distribution of the seasonal amplitude of SWABS averaged poleward of 408 from a GFDL CM2.1 simulation of the preindustrial climate.
1 The nearly barotropic profile of shortwave absorption in the troposphere is consistent with the profile of water vapor absorption (Chou and Lee 1996) , whereas the isolated maximum in the stratosphere is due to ozone. In the latitude bands in which land is prevalent (poleward of 458N and 708S), the seasonal amplitude of SHF is positive (see Fig. 3 ) and the seasonal amplitude of temperature is surface amplified. In the latitude bands where ocean is prevalent (308-408N and 308-708S) and SWABS dominates, the seasonal heating and the seasonal amplitude of temperature is nearly barotropic in the troposphere. The seasonal amplitude of temperature in the CMIP3 models (not shown) has a qualitatively similar structure in the latitude-level plane as in the observations. The seasonal amplitude of temperature therefore reflects the spatial structure of the atmospheric heating, suggesting that the seasonal heating of the atmosphere is not well mixed through the atmospheric column (i.e., via convection). In summary, the seasonal heating of the atmosphere is predominantly due to SWABS, and the vertical structure of the atmospheric response (the seasonal amplitude of temperature) reflects the dominant source of heating.
The seasonal cycle of energy fluxes
The source of the seasonal heating of the atmosphere was discussed in the previous section. We now ask: how does the atmosphere balance the energy input from SWABS and SHF over the seasonal cycle? We start by looking at the zonal average seasonal energy balance. We then analyze the seasonal energy balance averaged over the extratropics in each hemisphere (section 4a) and the contribution of atmospheric energy transport between land and ocean regions to the seasonal cycle energy budget (section 4b). Finally, we demonstrate that the source of the seasonal heating has implications for the vertical structure of the seasonal temperature response within the different regions (section 4c).
The seasonal amplitudes (defined again as the seasonal amplitude of the annual Fourier harmonic in phase with the insolation) of all the atmospheric energy fluxes in Eq. (1) are shown in Fig. 5 for both the observations (solid lines) and the CMIP3 models (shading). The models and observations are in excellent agreement and the bulk structure of the seasonal amplitude at different latitudes is robust across the suite of CMIP3 models. With the exception of the tropics, meridional heat transport (MHT), OLR, and the loss of energy to atmospheric storage (the negative atmospheric energy tendency) all have negative seasonal amplitudes and thus act to damp the seasonal input of energy into the atmosphere.
2 In general the seasonal heating of the atmosphere (by SWABS plus SHF) is balanced by (listed in order of decreasing importance): 1) reduced (meridional) heat transport convergence, 2) enhanced OLR, and 3) atmospheric energy storage. As the atmosphere accumulates energy seasonally and temperature increases (term 3), it exports energy dynamically to adjacent regions (term 1) and radiatively to space (term 2), and we can think of these three terms of the response of the atmosphere to seasonal heating. Energetic constraints require that the combined response be equal in magnitude to the combined heating by SHF and SWABS, and Fig. 5 shows that the atmospheric response is largest in the regions where SHF amplifies the seasonal cycle. The relative magnitudes of the response terms (OLR versus meridional heat transport convergence versus tendency) have been discussed by Donohoe (2011) and Donohoe and Battisti (2012) , where it was argued that MHT is the most efficient mechanism for the atmosphere to export energy, followed by OLR and energy storage.
The seasonal amplitude of both OLR and meridional heat transport convergence in the southern extratropics is muted (with the exception of Antarctica) compared to that in the northern extratropics. This result follows from the fact that both SWABS and SHF heat the atmosphere in the northern extratropics, whereas SHF reduces the seasonal heating of the atmosphere in the southern extratropics. The total seasonal input of energy to the atmosphere is reduced in the Southern Hemisphere compared with the Northern Hemisphere, and thus, the atmospheric response (OLR, heat transport, and energy tendency) is reduced, which coincides with the nearly seasonal invariance of storm activity in the Southern Hemisphere (Trenberth 1991; Hoskins and Hodges 2005) .
a. Seasonal energy fluxes averaged over the extratropics
The seasonal cycle of energy fluxes (with the annual average removed) averaged over the extratropics of each hemisphere (poleward of 428) is shown in the top panels of Fig. 6 . The observations (solid lines) and CMIP3 ensemble (shading) are in excellent agreement in both the seasonal amplitude of the energy fluxes and the phasing of each term. SWABS is in phase with the insolation and has similar seasonal amplitudes in the two hemispheres. In the southern extratropics, SHF is out of phase with the insolation; the seasonal heating of the atmosphere is accomplished entirely by SWABS and a portion of the seasonal atmospheric heating by SWABS is transferred to the ocean via SHF. Therefore, the seasonal storage of the energy in the ocean exceeds the seasonal variations in shortwave radiation at the surface. In contrast, SHF is in phase with the insolation in the NH extratropics. As a consequence, the seasonal amplitude of both OLR and (meridional) heat transport convergence in the northern extratropics is enhanced relative to the seasonal cycle in the southern extratropics as is the seasonal cycle of atmospheric temperature. The atmospheric energy tendency leads the insolation in both hemispheres. In the southern extratropics, the phase lead is 54 days in the observations and 51 6 5 days in the CMIP3 PI ensemble (ensemble average and standard deviation). In the northern extratropics, the energy tendency leads the insolation by 62 days in the observations and 61 6 4 days in the CMIP3 ensemble. Stated otherwise, the column average atmospheric temperature-which is in quadrature phase with the energy tendency-lags the insolation by approximately 30 days in the northern extratropics and 40 days in the southern extratropics, or by approximately one-tenth of the annual forcing period. This phase lag is consistent with a system that is sinusoidally forced and has a linear damping (due to OLR and MHT energy export) that is approximately an order of magnitude larger than the heat capacity times the angular frequency of seasonal forcing. The contribution of the various energy fluxes to the seasonal heating of the extratropical atmosphere in each hemisphere is summarized in the bottom panels of Fig. 6 . The left column shows the seasonal amplitude of the fluxes that heat the atmosphere seasonally (have positive seasonal amplitudes), the middle column shows the fluxes that damp the seasonal cycle (have negative seasonal amplitudes), and the right column shows the atmospheric energy tendency. By construction, the sum of the heating terms (height of the left column) is balanced by the sum of the middle and right columns. The key difference between the two hemispheres is that SHF serves as a heating term in the northern extratropics and as a damping term in the southern extratropics. As a result, the seasonal cycle of atmospheric energy, MHT, and OLR is larger in the Northern Hemisphere than that in the Southern Hemisphere.
b. The contrast in seasonal atmospheric energy fluxes between the land and ocean domains
The contrast of the seasonal phasing of SHF in the northern and southern extratropics is best understood by subdividing the northern extratropics into land and ocean domains (Fig. 7) . We also divide the observed atmospheric heat transport divergence into meridional and zonal components. We note that, in the zonal averages that were presented above, the zonal heat transport divergence is zero (by the divergence theorem) and that the zonal heat transport approximates the exchange of energy between the ocean and land domains in the northern extratropics where the coastlines are primarily orientated from north to south. Over the land domain, the seasonal amplitude of the SHF is larger than that of SWABS and is in phase with the insolation (upper right panel of Fig. 7) . We understand this result as follows. First, the heat capacity of the land surface is very small, resulting in a surface that is nearly in energetic equilibrium with the seasonal variation in surface shortwave radiation. Hence, the upward SHFs are in phase with the insolation. Second, the atmosphere is more transparent than absorbing for all seasons, resulting in a seasonal amplitude of downwelling solar fluxes at the surface that exceeds SWABS. Therefore, the seasonal heating of the atmosphere over the land domain is dominated by surface energy fluxes as opposed to SWABS; this is shown in the lower right panel of Fig. 7 and is very much akin to the annual average energy balance.
The phase of SHF over the land results in a large seasonal flux of energy to the atmosphere that must be balanced by meridional and zonal energy exports, OLR, and atmospheric storage. Zonal energy fluxes (the dashed black lines in the upper panels of Fig. 7) are the dominant mechanism of energy export. The zonal export of energy from the land to the ocean in the summer (and vice versa in the winter) is primarily accomplished by advection of the land-ocean temperature contrast by the time-averaged atmospheric flow (not shown). This result agrees with the conclusion of Donohoe (2011) that zonal heat export is the most efficient energy export process for the extratropical atmosphere over the land and ocean domains. (Seasonal variations in MHT also contribute to energy export, but the difference in the seasonal cycle of MHT over the land and the ocean domain is minimal; see the bottom panels of Fig. 7) . The zonal heat export into the ocean domain is equal and opposite to that of the land domain and thus tends to amplify the seasonal cycle of the atmospheric temperature and energy fluxes over the ocean domain. This dynamical import of energy to the atmosphere above the ocean domain during the warm season is balanced primarily by energy export to the ocean via SHF. We emphasize that the seasonal energy storage in the northern ocean exceeds the seasonal variations in absorbed shortwave radiation at the surface, which is a consequence of the zonal atmospheric heat import that is ultimately derived from shortwave heating of the land surface. As a hypothetical illustrative example, if the zonal flow of the atmosphere suddenly ceased in the middle of the summer, the atmosphere over the oceans would start cooling because the seasonal heating by SWABS is completely removed by SHF (compare the height of the red and blue bars in the lower left panel of Fig. 7) . Similarly, in the winter, the ocean provides a source of heating (via SHF) that is nearly identical in magnitude to the atmospheric heating by the summer sun (via SWABS). The energy flux from the ocean to the atmosphere during the winter attenuates the seasonal cycle of atmospheric temperatures over the land via the zonal atmospheric energy import. The portion of shortwave radiation incident on the land surface during the summer that gets stored in the ocean is returned to the land domain and warms the atmosphere above the land (relative to the purely radiative case) in the winter. The zonal atmospheric energy transport between the ocean and the land in the northern extratropics has a seasonal amplitude of 4.1 PW and is of comparable magnitude to the annual mean meridional heat transport in the atmosphere (Fasullo and Trenberth 2008a) .
c. The seasonal temperature response by region
The seasonal input of energy into the atmosphere differs markedly between the ocean domain, where the input is entirely by SWABS with a nearly vertically invariant heating profile throughout the troposphere (see left panel of Fig. 4) , and the land domain where SHF makes a substantial contribution to the lower atmosphere only. The source of seasonal heating is clearly reflected in the vertical structure of the seasonal amplitude of temperature averaged over the land and ocean domains of the Northern Hemisphere, shown in Fig. 8 . Over the northern land domain, the seasonal amplitude of temperature is surface amplified (reflecting the role of SHF), whereas over the northern ocean domain the seasonal amplitude is nearly barotropic to the tropopause (consistent with the profile of SWABS). Averaged over the whole of the northern extratropics, the seasonal amplitude of temperature is slightly surface amplified. The seasonal cycle of temperature averaged over the southern extratropics is nearly barotropic, consistent with the vertical heating profile of SWABS only over the Southern Ocean. The similarity of the vertical profile of seasonal heating and the seasonal temperature response in each region suggests that the troposphere is not well mixed (by vertical turbulent energy fluxes) in the annual cycle; heating at a given vertical level results in a response localized in the vertical. The input of seasonal energy at the surface over land and its subsequent removal at the surface over the ocean (see section 4b) begs the question, at what vertical level does the zonal heat transport occur and how does the vertical structure of the temperature response reflect the vertical structure of the (zonal) heat transport? Further investigation is underway.
The response of the seasonal cycle of the atmosphere to CO 2 doubling
We now analyze the impact of the doubling of carbon dioxide on the seasonal heating of the atmosphere by SWABS and SHF and on the seasonal cycle of temperature. We have two expectations: First, as the globally averaged temperature increases the atmosphere will moisten (Held and Soden 2006) and the percent of incident shortwave insolation that is absorbed in the atmosphere will increase because water vapor is a strong absorber of shortwave radiation (Arking 1996; Chou and Lee 1996) . The increase in SWABS will be greatest in the summer when the insolation is strongest, resulting in an increase in the amplitude of SWABS. Second, the melting of sea ice in the high latitudes will expose ocean that was previously insulated from seasonal heat uptake. This is akin to replacing land with ocean and will result in a reduction of the seasonal amplitude of SHF and thus cause less net seasonal heating of the lower troposphere where ice melts.
a. Model runs used
We analyze output from the 1% CO 2 increase to doubling experiments in the CMIP3 archive (Meehl et al. 2007 ). The initial conditions for each model come from either the equilibrated PI or, in some cases (CCSM, MRI, and ECHAM), the present day (PD) simulations. Atmospheric CO 2 is increased by 1% yr 21 until CO 2 has doubled relative to the PI concentration at 70 years. The simulations are then run forward for an additional 150 years with carbon dioxide fixed at twice the PI concentration. We average the model output over the last 20 years of these simulations (years 201-220 after CO 2 has started to ramp up) and compare the climatological fields to their counterparts in that model's PI (or PD) simulations. The 11 models that provided the necessary output fields used in this section are indicated with a ''yes'' in the last column of Table 1 . Hereafter, we will refer to these runs as the 23CO 2 runs.
b. Changes in the seasonal heating of the atmosphere because of CO 2 doubling
The top panel of Fig. 9 shows the CMIP3 ensemble average difference in the seasonal amplitude of atmospheric heating by SWABS and SHF between the 23CO 2 and the PI (or PD) runs. The ensemble average seasonal amplitude of SWABS increases by an order of 2 W m 22 in the extratropics because of CO 2 doubling.
This change is very robust across models in the extratropics (61s about the ensemble average is given by the red shaded error in Fig. 9 and is positive throughout the extratropics). Averaged over all the models, the fraction of incident shortwave radiation that is absorbed in the atmosphere increases by 0.8% in the annual and global average, from 22.4% in the PI simulations to 23.2% in the 23CO 2 runs. The change in the seasonal amplitude of SWABS, in turn, is consistent with the seasonal amplitude of the insolation at each latitude multiplied by the (0.8%) global and annual average increase in the atmospheric absorptivity (not shown). We use the atmospheric radiative kernels of Previdi (2010) to diagnose the contribution of water vapor shortwave absorption to the change in the seasonal amplitude of SWABS. The product of the kernel and the water vapor change due to CO 2 doubling in each CMIP3 model gives the change in atmospheric shortwave heating as a result of the change in water vapor. The ensemble average change in the seasonal amplitude of that quantity is shown by the dashed red line in Fig. 9 . Water vapor changes account for almost all of the change in the seasonal amplitude of SWABS, with the exception of the high latitude of the Southern Ocean, where we suspect changes in ozone may also contribute. We note that the change in SWABS in the CMIP3 models due to CO 2 doubling are almost entirely in the clear sky radiative fields (not shown), suggesting that clouds play a minimal role in the SWABS changes.
To examine the change in the vertical structure of the seasonal heating by SWABS due to CO 2 doubling, we show in the left panel of Fig. 10 the change (relative to the PI simulation) in the seasonal amplitude of atmospheric shortwave heating averaged poleward of 428 in the GFDL CM2.1 simulation. 4 The enhanced SWABS heating in a moister atmosphere (i.e., in the 23CO 2 world) is primarily in the upper troposphere, where the fractional changes in water vapor due to CO 2 doubling are largest (not shown). Although the absolute change in specific humidity is smaller in the upper troposphere than in the lower troposphere, the downwelling radiation in the lower troposphere is depleted at the frequencies of shortwave water vapor absorption relative to downwelling radiation in the upper troposphere. As a result, the relatively small changes in specific humidity in the upper troposphere have a disproportionately large effect on the heating aloft but a relatively small impact on the column integrated SWABS. Integrated over the atmospheric column, shortwave absorption is enhanced by 2 W m 22 due to more absorption in the wings of water vapor FIG. 9. (top) The change in the seasonal amplitude of atmospheric heating in the CMIP3 CO 2 doubling experiment. The solid red line is the ensemble average change in SWABS, the shaded red area is 61s of the model response, and the dotted red line is the change as a result of water vapor changes as diagnosed from the water vapor shortwave kernel. The blue line is the change in the seasonal amplitude of SHF (with shading 61s), and the dotted blue line is the change within the subportion of the latitude band, where the sea ice fraction decreases by more than 10% relative to the PI simulation. (bottom) The ensemble average change in the seasonal amplitude of all terms in the atmospheric energy budget. absorption bands in the moister atmospheric column. As a consequence, the seasonal heating of the atmosphere by SWABS is enhanced in a warmer world and more so in the upper troposphere than in the lower troposphere.
The most pronounced (and robust across models) change in the seasonal heating of the atmosphere due to CO 2 doubling is the reduced seasonal amplitude of SHF poleward of 608 in both hemispheres (the solid blue line in Fig. 9 ). The vast majority of this change occurs within the subdomain where sea ice melts, as shown in Fig. 9 . This result can be understood as follows. Sea ice insulates the ocean from the exchange of energy with the atmosphere (Serreze et al. 2007) , so the effective surface heat capacity of a region with extensive sea ice is much smaller than that of an open ocean (i.e., the heat capacity of the ocean mixed layer). As a consequence, the contributions to the seasonal heating of the atmosphere above regions that are covered with sea ice are similar to those above land regions: seasonal variations in SHF to the atmosphere amplify the seasonal heating due to SWABS (as in the upper right panel of Fig. 7) . Melting the sea ice exposes the atmosphere to the higher heat capacity of the open ocean, so seasonal variations in shortwave radiation at the surface over these regions are now balanced by ocean heat storage as opposed to the upward energy fluxes (SHF). Hence, the seasonal flow of energy is now from the atmosphere to the ocean during the summer (as in the upper left panel of Fig. 7) . Thus, the seasonal amplitude of SHF decreases as the ice melts and more of the atmosphere is exposed to the (high heat capacity) ocean mixed layer, as was demonstrated by Dwyer et al. (2012) .
The seasonal amplitude of SHF increases between 458 and 608 in both hemispheres because of CO 2 doubling. In the Northern Hemisphere, this is largely because of an increase (relative to the PI simulation) in the seasonal amplitude of downwelling shortwave radiation at the land surface (not shown) resulting in larger seasonal variations in SHF, as required by the surface energy budget given the small heat capacity of the land surface. This process accounts for the vast majority of the increases in the seasonal amplitude of SHF in the midlatitudes of the Northern Hemisphere (not shown), but it does not explain the increased seasonal amplitude of SHF in the midlatitudes of the Southern Hemisphere. The cause of the enhanced seasonal amplitude of SHF between 508 and 608S is under further investigation.
The change in the seasonal amplitude of all terms in the atmospheric energy budget is shown in the lower panel of Fig. 9 . Between 408 and 508 in each hemisphere, CO 2 doubling results in more net (SWABS 1 SHF) seasonal heating of the atmosphere. To balance the energy budget, the atmosphere exports more energy meridionally to adjacent regions during the summer while a small amount of the enhanced heating is stored in the column; this is consistent with the important role that dynamical feedbacks play in the present climate to bring the system into a seasonal energy balance (see FIG. 10. (left) The vertical profile of the change in the seasonal amplitude of shortwave radiative heating in the GFDL CM2.1 CO 2 doubling experiment expressed as the change in column-integrated SWABS (W m
22
) that would result if that heating rate were vertically invariant over the entire column. (right) Zonal and ensemble average change in the seasonal amplitude of temperature in the CMIP3 CO 2 doubling experiments. The contours show the regions of significant change as assessed by a one-sample t test at the 99% confidence interval. Fig. 5 ). In contrast, in the high-latitude regions, changes in the surface energy flux are the cause of the reduced amplitude of the seasonal cycle in temperature, and changes in local radiation (OLR) and dynamical energy import provide equally important negative feedbacks to restore energy balance.
c. Changes in the seasonal amplitude of temperature due to CO 2 doubling
The spatial structure of the change in the seasonal amplitude of temperature due to CO 2 doubling reflects the change in atmospheric heating induced by a moistening of the atmosphere and the melting of sea ice in the high latitudes. As shown in section 5b, doubling CO 2 causes a robust increase in the seasonal shortwave heating in the upper troposphere throughout the extratropics and a robust decrease in the seasonal heating of the atmosphere by surface fluxes poleward of 608 in both hemispheres. These changes in the seasonal heating of the atmosphere have a clear and robust imprint on the change in the seasonal amplitude of temperature relative to the PI simulations (right panel of Fig. 10 ). The seasonal amplitude of temperature decreases in the lower atmosphere where the seasonal amplitude of SHF is reduced in a 23CO 2 world. In contrast, the seasonal amplitude of temperature is enhanced in the upper troposphere of the extratropics in a 23CO 2 world where the seasonal amplitude of shortwave heating is enhanced. The vertical profile of the change in the amplitude of the seasonal cycle of temperature matches that of the shortwave absorption. The vertical structure of the seasonal temperature response to CO 2 doubling is robust across models, as assessed by a one-sample t test of the change due to CO 2 doubling in each model at the 99% confidence interval (the regions enclosed by the red and blue dashed contours in Fig. 10 are significantly different from zero).
At 308 in each hemisphere, the seasonal amplitude of the near-surface temperature is enhanced in the 23CO 2 simulations despite the reduction in the seasonal amplitude of SHF. This behavior is a consequence of a deepening of the subtropical boundary layer in the warmer planet and the climatological phasing of SHF in this region, which opposes the dominant solar heating (see Fig. 5 ). The surface damping of the seasonal cycle by SHF over a deeper layer results in an enhanced seasonal cycle of temperature at the surface in the 23CO 2 world. The cause of the deepened boundary layer is beyond the scope of this work, but we speculate that a reduction of subsidence associated with the weakening (Tanaka et al. 2005 ) and widening (Seager et al. 2007 ) of the Hadley circulation is the root cause.
Summary and discussion
The seasonal cycle of atmospheric temperature has large socioeconomic and ecological impacts. Both the amplitude and phase of the seasonal cycle are projected to change due to global warming (Mann and Park 1996) , and trends in the seasonal cycle have been observed over the last century (Stine et al. 2009; Thomson 1995) . Understanding the source of the seasonal heating of the atmosphere is critical to understanding the projected change in the seasonal cycle of temperature in the atmosphere.
The seasonal heating of the atmosphere differs markedly from the annual average atmospheric heating. While the annual average heating is dominated by upward energy fluxes from the surface, the vast majority of the seasonal heating is due to shortwave absorption within the atmosphere that is nearly vertically invariant throughout the troposphere. The annual average surface energy budget requires that the net shortwave flux at the surface be balanced by an upward energy flux to the atmosphere. The same constraint does not apply to the annual cycle where shortwave surface heating can be balanced by surface energy storage. Thus, although the atmosphere is more shortwave transparent than shortwave absorbing, our results show that the seasonal heating of the atmosphere is dominated by shortwave atmospheric heating because the shortwave absorption is considerable and the insolation that is transmitted to the surface goes primarily into storage (especially over the ocean). In fact, across most of the planet, the atmosphere is seasonally heated by directly absorbing energy from the sun (by SWABS) during the summer and subsequently fluxes a portion of this energy to the ocean. In contrast to the annual average, over the seasonal cycle the atmosphere is heated from above and is cooled slightly from below (the global average seasonal amplitude of SHF is slightly negative).
The limited heat capacity of the land surface requires that seasonal variations in surface solar radiation over the land domain are primarily balanced by upward energy fluxes to the atmosphere so that the heating of the atmosphere over the seasonal cycle is primarily by upward surface energy fluxes (SHF) and secondarily by atmospheric shortwave absorption (SWABS), as can be seen in the lower right panel of Fig. 7 . In the midlatitudes of the Northern Hemisphere, the gross differences in the seasonal atmospheric heating over the land domain and the ocean domain forces a seasonally varying zonal energy exchange between the land and ocean domain of 4.1 PW, which is comparable in magnitude to the annually averaged atmospheric meridional heat transport in each hemisphere. The vertical structure of the seasonal amplitude of atmospheric temperature clearly reflects the different contribution of SWABS and SHF to the net seasonal heating over the land and ocean domains. Where ocean is prominent and seasonal heating by SWABS is dominant, the seasonal amplitude of temperature is nearly barotropic throughout the troposphere and coincides with the vertical structure of SWABS. In contrast, over the land domain the seasonal amplitude of temperature is surface amplified, reflecting the contribution of upward energy fluxes from the surface (SHF) to the seasonal heating.
The observed energy fluxes documented in this manuscript were calculated from the TOA radiative fluxes and the atmospheric reanalysis. Both have substantial errors. However, we obtain very similar results when we use different reanalyses products and a different methodology for parsing the energy budget [specifically, we use the products and methodology found in Fasullo and Trenberth (2008b) ]. The terms with the largest uncertainty are the shortwave fluxes at TOA and at the surface; errors in these terms are of order 10 W m 22 (Kato et al. 2011) . Nonetheless, the qualitative conclusions reached here are robust beyond the observational error; it is well known that the atmosphere is a significant absorber in the shortwave, and this leads to substantial seasonal heating by SWABS.
The change in the seasonal heating of the atmosphere due to CO 2 doubling is a consequence of two different physical processes that are robust across the CMIP3 ensemble (Fig. 9) and have a clear physical interpretation. First, enhanced CO 2 causes a moistening of the atmosphere, which, in turn, causes more shortwave absorption in the troposphere, particularly in the upper troposphere (see the left panel of Fig. 10 ). These effects are most pronounced in the summer, when the insolation is the greatest, leading to an enhanced seasonal cycle of heating in a warmer world. Second, enhanced CO 2 causes a reduction in the area covered by sea ice, which results in more of the seasonal variations in solar insolation being transmitted to the (large heat capacity) ocean. Thus, the seasonal heating of the atmosphere by upward surface energy fluxes (SHF) is reduced in the high latitudes in a 23CO 2 world. The change in the seasonal heating of the atmosphere due to CO 2 doubling has a clear imprint on the seasonal amplitude of atmospheric temperature; the seasonal cycle of temperature increases in the upper troposphere of the extratropics (where the seasonal amplitude of SWABS increases) and decreases at the surface in the polar regions (where the seasonal amplitude of SHF decreases) because of CO 2 doubling (Fig. 10) . As a consequence, the atmospheric column in a 23CO 2 world is stabilized in the summer and destabilized in the winter.
In our study, we have formulated the atmospheric energy budget in terms of the shortwave energy absorbed within the atmosphere and the net (nonsolar) exchange of energy between the surface and the atmosphere. Our approach differs from the traditional approach of Fasullo and Trenberth (2008a) that views the atmospheric energy budget in terms of the difference between the total energy flux into the top of the atmosphere and the surface. The traditional viewpoint emphasizes the near-seasonal balance of insolation at the TOA and the energy flux (solar included) to the surface; by and large, the oceans are seasonally heated by the sun. The traditional approach is less useful for understanding the source of the seasonal heating of the atmosphere (where the seasonal heating of the atmosphere is the residual of the TOA and surface fluxes). Our formulation illuminates the relative importance of atmospheric shortwave absorption and surface energy fluxes for the seasonal cycle of temperature in the troposphere.
Our work demonstrates that the atmospheric response to heating is localized in the vertical and further suggests that the net radiative forcing at the tropopause [i.e., the Solomon et al. (2007) definition of radiative forcing] is not a useful concept on short time scales because it fails to distinguish between energy absorbed within the atmospheric column and energy absorbed at the surface. The vertical structure of atmospheric heating within the troposphere is irrelevant provided the surface layer is in energetic equilibrium and the troposphere is well mixed in the vertical. Our results demonstrate that neither of these conditions are satisfied in either the climatological or perturbed (23CO 2 ) seasonal cycles and the atmospheric temperature response depends critically on the vertical distribution of the heating. This work begs the question: on what time scales and regimes is the radiative forcing at the tropopause a useful concept and when is the response of the system contingent on the vertical structure of the atmospheric forcing? We hope to explore the impact of the vertical structure of atmospheric forcing on the atmospheric temperature response across a myriad of spatiotemporal scales in future work.
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APPENDIX
Derivation of the Atmospheric Energy Budget Equation
The vertically integrated atmospheric energy budget equation is developed, starting from the dry energy and moisture equations of Trenberth and Smith (2008) at a given vertical level [their Eqs. (3a) and (5)]. Multiplying the moisture equation by L, adding it to the dry energy equation, and vertically integrating over pressure levels from the TOA to the surface (P S ) gives 1 g
where K is the kinetic energy, E is the moist static energy, v is the pressure velocity, and the vertically integrated diabatic heating (Q 1 2 Q F ) has been reorganized into the terms used in this study. The first term is the energy tendency in the atmospheric column. The second term is the horizontal advection of energy. The third term represents the vertical advection of energy and is primarily associated with subsidence warming in regions of net descent and adiabatic cooling in regions of net ascent. The right-hand side of the equation is the net heating of the atmosphere by radiative and diabatic processes. We can rewrite the vertical advection term (third term on the right) by first integrating by parts and then invoking the Boussinesq approximation:
where E S and K S are the moist static and kinetic energy at the surface. If we subdivide the E into the vertical average [E] and an anomaly from the vertical averageẼ, we can make one additional simplification and gain insight into the physical interpretation of Eq. (A2):
If the mass of the atmospheric column is conserved, both the surface pressure tendency and the vertical integral of the divergence will be zero and only the third term on the right of Eq. (A3) remains. This term says that energy is input into the column (the energy flux divergence on the lhs is negative) when there is convergence at levels of relatively high E (Ẽ . 0) and divergence at levels of relatively low E (Ẽ , 0). Since E increases with height in the atmosphere (with the exception of the boundary layer), this statement says that the column gains energy when there is convergence aloft and divergence at the surface, as is the case on the poleward side of the thermally direct Hadley cell (the subtropics), where the vertical structure of horizontal divergence forces largescale subsidence warming. If the mass of the column is not conserved, then mass balance requires that 1 g
[In Eq. (A4), we have ignored the mass source associated with evaporation minus precipitation, which is two orders of magnitude smaller than the other terms (Trenberth 1997) ]. Substituting Eq. (A4) into Eq. (A3) results in the near cancellation of the first two terms; the two terms differ by the energy contrast between the surface and the column average energy. Using the tilde to represent the anomaly from the vertical average gives 1 g
The magnitude ofẼ S 1K S in the first term is comparable to that of the magnitude ofẼ in the integrand of the second term. The valueẼ increases with pressure and crosses zero in the midtroposphere; $ Á U also has a simple vertical structure with divergence aloft and convergence at the surface (e.g., in the upper and lower branches of the Hadley cell) or vice versa. Therefore, the magnitude of the second term in Eq. (A5) is of the order of the product of the average magnitude of $ Á U andẼ. Integrated over the column as a whole, the layers of convergence and divergence nearly balance each other out; the average magnitude of the divergence exceeds the column average divergence by two orders of magnitude (not shown). Because ›P S /›t is equal to the columnaveraged divergence [by Eq. (A4)], the first term on the right-hand side in Eq. (A5) is approximately two orders of magnitude smaller than the second term, and we thus neglect the first term in this study. The impact of ignoring this term on the calculations performed in this manuscript is shown in Fig. A1 and is small.
In our calculations, we also ignore kinetic energy, which is two orders of magnitude smaller than the moist static energy. We assess the magnitude of the kinetic energy's contribution to the seasonal amplitude of energy fluxes in the following manner: 1) the climatological energy flux divergence and total column energy tendency of Trenberth and Stepaniak (2003) are used as a starting point, 2) the kinetic energy contribution is subtracted from the total energy flux divergence and tendency, and 3) the seasonal amplitude of these fields is calculated as the annual harmonic of the zonal mean energy flux in phase with the insolation. The seasonal amplitude of these fields, including and excluding the kinetic energy, is shown in Fig. A2 . We emphasize that the inclusion of kinetic energy makes a small contribution to the calculations presented in this manuscript. Excluding kinetic energy from the equation, the atmospheric energy budget equation becomes 1 g
which is Eq. (1) of this paper. We emphasize that the differences between the flux form methodology of calculating energy fluxes used by Fasullo and Trenberth (2008a) and Trenberth and Stepaniak (2003) and the advective form of the energy fluxes used here (cf. Figs. 5 and A2) are very small and do not affect the conclusions found in this manuscript. The advantages of this form of the equation over the more commonly used flux form (Trenberth and Stepaniak 2003) are that 1) the decomposition of the heat flux divergence into advective and divergent components lends insight into the processes that contribute to the accumulation of energy in the column, 2) the heat flux calculations can be done without explicitly balancing the mass budget with a barotropic wind correction, and 3) the energy budget is invariant to the zeropoint energy.
